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ABSTRACT

Semi.lempiricalmodifications of age theory have been made to inter-
pret the critical masses of ~oton moderated assemblies, which may or
may not have reflectors of various substances, in ~rticular, water or
steel.

Section I shows that critical masses of untamped water moderated
systems can be calculated by use of an appropriate age and linear extra-
polation length. Assuming that all captures and fissions take place at
thermal, a familiar expression can be set up which contains the age and
extrapolation length which are not well determined by theory. An age
value suggested by theory (Sec. II) is taken, and ORNL criticality data
(K343)are used to find the best extrapolation length. With these values
the K343 critical masses can be computed to about f5%, which is their es-
timated experimental.uncertainty; this for H/U-2s!jatomic ratios between
43 and ‘?55,

Section II contains a theoretical discussion of effects which the
simple “thooryf’of Sec. I neglects. It is indicated that several of
these effects compensate to make a simple theory more useful then one
would Idiove at first sight.

To take into account reflectors of water, water shielded by cadmium,
or steel of’various thicknesses, it proves sufficient to alter the extra-
polation length appropriately. For moderators which contain appreciable
HIJ03,H3~4, or steel, pmameters ere given in Sec. III which enable one

to compute ’theappropriate ages and extrapolation lengths. Critical
masses are again calculated to within about t5%.

In Sec. IV a simple mode generalization is suggested for large scale
inhomogeneities in the fuel region which preserve a constant age through-
out. The critical equations end numerical parameters are assembled in
the appendix.
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I. CRITICAL EXPRESSION FOR UNTAMPED ASSEMBLIES.

Age theory is generally regarded as inapplicable to the slowing

down of fission neutrons in hydrogenous substances. The age theory is

invalid primarily because the hydrogen scattering cross section changes

by a large amount in one slowing down interval.

One may incline

multi-grclupmethods.

particularly when one

toward more complex theoretical treatments such as

These manifest the disadvantages of complexity,

wishes to see quickly how conditions depend upon

a number of parameters. Also, in the past, they have sometimes yielded

results which were not in good agreement with experiment, presumably

because the group parameters were not well known.

Our approach has been based on the wealth of experimental informa-

tion on the critical massea of proton mcderated assemblies. We sta,rted

by constructing the stiplest possible age type theory for the reactivity

of a proton moderated substance which contains the age and/or extrapola-

tion distance as adjustable parameters. We then found thet we were able

to fit al:lthe K343 data on water moderated, untamped (or actually

tamped by 1/I.6°stainless steel) assemblies with a single value of age

and extrapolation length. Indeed it did not prove possible to improve

the theory by comparison with experiment. The theoretical expression

allows mollificationsin age and extrapolation length to account for a

reflector and moderation by other hydrogenous substances than water,

as will be discussed in Sec. III.
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Let us assume that no neutrons react during slowing down so

that all capture and fission occur at thermal energies. Then we may

write the multiplication factor, K, as

K= &PfPs (1)

where K-, is the number of neutrons produced per neutron absorbed in

the region containing active

neutron cioesnot escape from

the probability that it does

material, Pf is the probability that the

the vessel during slowing down, and Ps is

not escape while thermal. For a homogeneous

assembly with one fissionable element we have

K-= ~+
aJ

Z N(i) at(i)/Nfaf
i

(2)

where J is the

thermal fission

number of neutrons per fission, Nf&f the macroscopic

cross section and

cross section for cspture without

are U-235 then

I

~ N(i)~-(i) the macroscopic thermal
i

~.

fission. If the fissionable atoms

K-=
2.12 (2’)

l+zN(i)ec(i)/650N(u-235)
i

where the summation does not here include U-235.

Suppose next that neutrons of all energies are distributed in the

same spatial normal mode of the ‘assembly. Ps is then immediately given

by one vellocltydiffusion theory and is

1P~=—
~+L2 ~2 (3)

.I.t.
I/u
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where Lth
F

is the thermal diffusion length, namely ~ with~c and~t

the capture and transport mean free paths of the solution at thermal,

and B2 is the buckling or negative Laplacian of the neutron distribution.

For a distribution of neutrons in the first normal mode of’a cylinder

B2=@&+ ‘2
(R+x)2 (H+2x’)2

(4)

where R and H are the physical radius and height of the cylinder and

x and x’ are extrapolation distances. We assume x’=x, which is a good

approximation for large cylinders. Presumably XS.71~t but we shall

leave it unspecified.

For solutionaofU-2s5 in water, PS ia usually close to unity and

the least important factor in (l). As one varies the H/’U..23sratio of

such solutions from 30 to 750, Ps changes from about .995 to .960.

For most non-hydrogenous moderators, the probability, Pf, that a

neutron does not escape during slowing down is given by an expression

-ZB2
‘f=e

where the age ~ is given by

u

%=$
[
2Ju)25Ju@u.

o

(5)

(6)

Here u = l_n(Eo/E)with E. the source energy,~tr and ~~1 the transport

and slowing down mean free paths. In Sec. II we show that (6) is in-

valid for proton moderation and derive the correct expression for an

energy independent space distribution. The correct T is a complicated
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function of Bz. However for a large range of H/u ratios Vmay be ex-

pected to be essentially constant. Thus as one varies the H/U-2s~ ratio

from 30 to 750, B2 changes by about a factor two, and T by no more

than a few percent, ss will be seen in Sec. 11. ~ is expected to be

about 27 cm2.

Beceuse the transport mean free path for such

changes rapidly above around 10 kev neutron energys

moderators as water

the spatial distri-

bution cannot in fact be independent of energy. This means that the

extrapolation length is undetermined. We discuss this matter briefly

in Sec. II but propose to regard x as a parameter to be determined by

experiment. To test our expression and, if possible, fix x and ~,

we first, for a few values of x, check the constancy of ~ by using

critical dats from K343. In Table 13 of K343 are listed critical con-

ditions fcm nineteen cylindrical stainless steel reactors without water

reflector. The steel was 1/16” thick, the H/U-2s5 atomic ratio varied

from 44 tcl755, and the ratio of height to diameter varied from 1.84

to 0.28. Reactors of four different diameters were used, namely 10,

12, 15, and 20 inches.

For three values of x which for simplicity we applied as equal for

thermal and fast leakage, we computed from eq.ns.(1), (2’), (3), (4))

and (5), and for each of the nineteen reactors, that value of T for

which K = 1. For a given x, the relative rms deviation of T from its

average value is about ~. This means that when we use such an average

~ , the cornputedbuckling sforthe 19 cases have a relative rms devia-
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tion of about 2f from the experimental ones. If we assume the same

ratio of height to

cal dimensions, we

+_* .

Calculations

length and results

diameter for the calculated and experimental criti-

thus compute the critical masses to within about

were made for three values of the extrapolation

are indicated in Table I and Figure I.

TABLE I

Ages and extrapolation lengths for 19 untamped water moderated reactors

Extrapolation length, cm 2.5 3.5 4.5

Average age, ~, cm2 21.7 24.5 27.7

((~-t (’~’2 .% .72 .49 .38

Maxirnumvalue of 1%-~~ 1.72 1.00 1.08
L 1 1

It appears that an extrapolation length near 4.5 cm is a good one.

Larger extrapolation lengths do not give improvement. We have taken

T=- cm:, as suggested by the theory of Sec. II, and the correspond-

ing= 4.3 cm. Using these values we can compute critical masses to

within better than ~ rms or about 6% at worst. In quoting this ac-

curacy we :Lmplythat the experimental and calculated ratios of diameter/

height are taken essentially equal. If instead either the height or
.

radius is fixed, then the uncertainty in the critical mass should be

computed from the uncertainty in buckling, namely 1.5* rms or b% max.

Considerably better agreement between computed and experimental

critical masses can be obtained by allowing ~ to vary slightly with
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reactor size. However since already we have agreement to within approxi-

mately the estimated experimental uncertainty (~5~ L.E.) it is unclear

that such.improvement would be real and not merely a reflection of

systematic experimental deviations with size or H/U ratio. We merely

note that t should probably be taken larger for H/U ratios -=75. If

we eliminate the three cases of such solutions, the remaining critical

masses can be computed to

II.

In writing down our

about 2$ L.E. with one set

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION.

simple expressions of Sec.

(X,t’).

1, we made a number

of assumptions which are difficult to justify. In this section we shall.

attempt to show why some, due to compensating effects, may be better in

practice ‘thanin principle.

First of all we assumed that capture and fission occur only at

thermal energies. This will evidently be a good approximation for

sufficiently large H/U ratios. An estimate of the probability of a

neutrons being captured during slowing down is given by

[[

u
Z=(J)

l-exp -
~ 2H(u’)+zc(u’)du’

!

where ~. ~H,.and are the macroscopic capture and hydrogen scattering

cross sections. For an H/U-23!jratio of 200 the probability of capture

during slowing down in water is about 5 or l@, and

larger for smaller H/U ratios.

For such H/U ratios, it is unclear whether the

●* ●ee 9*O ● ●** ●
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epi-thermsl captures is to enhance or to reduce the reactivity, as

there are two partially compensating effects present. If the average

number of fission neutrons produced per capture were independent of

the energy of the captured neutron, then epi-thermal capture would per-

force enhance the reactivity. However the ratio of rsdiative capture

to fission (in U-235 anyway) is known to be substantially larger for

epi-thermd neutrons than for neutrons of .02Z ev. The ratio for

thermal neutrons is about 0.18,and it appears to be on the average

larger for all higher neutron energies up to of the order of 100 kev.

This effect per se reduces the reactivity. However, the average number

of fission neutrons per capture probably does not change so strongly

with energy as the change in the ratio of radiative capture to fission

in U-235 would suggest.

cross sections decrease

above thermxilwhile the

This is because the U-235 capture and fission

considerably less rapidly than l/v for energies

capture cross section of hydrogen and probably

the capture cross sections of other likely elements (e.g., Al, Fe)

decrease a“boutas l/v up to the kilovolt region anyway.

An accurate calculation of the effect on the reactivity of the

capture of neutrons while slowing down in reactors of relatively low

H/U ratios is difficult. It would have to take into account the

resonance structure of U-235, allowing for self shielding and for the

variation of the capture

done such a calculation,

formulae with experiment

to fission ratio with energy. We have not

but ‘therather good agreement of our simple

even for H/U ratios ~ 50 tends to indicate
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that capture of epi-thermals does not much change reactivity, presumably

due to the above-mentioned compensation.

--- -.— -

Secondly, let us investigate the extent to which the probability

of a neutrons not leaking out while slowing down can be represented by

the form e
-~B2

Consider a

neutrons are in

To date we have

simple analytic

with % a constant.

homogeneous reactor.

a normal mode of the

To begin with we assume that

reaetor independent of their

the

energy.

found it necessary to make this assumption to achieve

results. Next we assume that neutrons are slowed down

only by collisions with hydrogen. We thus ignore slowing down by

elastic and inelastic collisions with heavier atoms. The importance

of the elastic collisions has been investigated by MarshU1 and shown

to be small--of the otier a ~ decrease in ~ for water. The inelastic

collisions are presumably unimportant for water and difficult to take

accurately into account for any solution as inelastic cross-sections

for fission energy neutrons are not very well known... Finally we

ignore capture and fission while slowing down--this is not necessary,

but a considerable simplification.

Consider first a monoenergetic source of neutrons. With the above

assumptions, the slowing down equation in differential form is:

‘R. E. Marshak, Reviews of Mcdern Physics g, (1947) p. 238.
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Here ~ is the flux per logarithmic energy interval, u = in Eo/E with

E. the source energy, z ~ the macroscopic hydrogen scattering cross sec-

tion, and 1)the transport mean free path divided by three. Since we

have assumed that the neutron spatial distribution is independent of

energy, we can separate vmiables and solve eqn. (7) at once.

We write P2$ =- B2~, so that

( )ZH(U)+D(U)B*

s

~(u) = e-u u #u’) zH(u’)eu’du’+ ~(u).

o

Substituting
( )
ZH(U)+D(U)B2 c#(u) . f(u)+ ~(u), and differentiating we

see that the integral equation is equivalent to the differential equa-

tion

plus boundary condition

Thus f(u) =

f(o) =

u

)
-1

-[~ +D(0)B2 e 0

ZH(0)

-1

)D(0)B2

ZH(0)

D(u1)B2

ZH(U’)+D(U’)B2
du‘

Now the probability of a neutron not diffusing out while slowing

down to energy E is q(u)+ (u), or

9*
e●:. ● *

u

-[

D(u’)B2

o ZH(U’)+D(U’)B2
e

du’ (8).
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If age theory were strictly valid for slowing down in hydrogen, instead

of eqn. (8) we would have had
u-pmD U’)B2 du:

ZH(u} fJ(u)= e 0

~H u

Equation (8) tells us that more neutrons will leak out during slowing

down than predicted by age theory.

Nowwe can equate equation (8) to

-~B(u)B2
e

and see tc)what extent TB is independent of B. One finds that ~B

varies by only a few percent while B varies by a factor2 {from 0.015 to

0.030), this for slowing down from a few Mev to 1.4 ev. One finds also

that tB is quite close to LS2 =<r2#6 where the slowing length

been computed essentially on the same basis as TB by Marshalset

(ref. (l)). That is, Marshak ignored only slowing down by heavy

has

al

nuclei.

These results maybe generalized from a monoenergetic source to

a fission spectrum. Thus for slowing down from a fission source to 1.4 ev

we may define %B through:

- %BB2
e = ZH~(l.4ev).

:[ (+D*)-l(l+&~f@)

[

()ln A
exp -

!

D(u’)B2

(
~H(U’)+D(u’)B2 ‘u’ ~

(9)●
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displace water and decrease the hydrogen density.

Now decreasing the hydrogen density increases the age. The net

effect of this displacement of hydrogen is that as one increases the

uranium ccmcentration and hence Bz, ZB will increase. The displacement

of hydrogen tends to compensate for the intrinsic variation of ~with

B2. If one assumes that an atom of oxygen

uranium displaces one hydrogen atom, which

then the expected variation in ‘l’Bfor the

duced from about 10% to

Evidently for the

slowing dcwn to thermal

5$.

reactors of Sec. 1,

or fluorine associated with

is approximately the case,

reactors of Sec. I is re-

a value % = 27

is reasonable. This was the value

cm2 for

we used in

Sec. 1, and it arises from a value of about 25 cm2 for slowing to

1.4 ev plus about 2 cm2 for slowing from there to thermal.

In discussing the fast leakage we have assumed that the spatial

distribution of neutrons is independent of energy, or that the extrapola-

tion length is independent of energy. Since the transport mean free path

varies so strongly with energy for neutrons above a few tens of kilovolts,

this is not a very good approximation. However, for every reactor there

is of course some extrapolation distance which when used in B2 correctly

gives the probability of escape during slowing down. If we can show that

the extrapolation distance does not vary much for a wide range of reac-

tors, this will lend further plausibility to the results of Sec. I.

If the transport mean free path varied by only a small fraction

of itself in a slowing down interval, then the spatial distribution of

.* ● 9
● *
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neutrons at any energy would be essentially determined by the transport

mean free path at that energy. If we defined an average transport mean

free pathby

E. E.

x=
[ /[
~(E) (E)dE

f
*( )EdJZ

‘th ‘th

with
+

the flux, then the extrapolation distance would be 0.71 ~ .

Group T-1 has

pression for

computed A for various reactors with an approximate ex-

~(E), namely:

(
B%s2(E) a -B2L 2(E’)

+( )E=e
s

%(E)E e
f(E’)dE’ .

E

(9’)

Here Ls is the slowing down length given by Marshak, ref. (1) and f(E)

is

so

the normalized fission spectrum. For the reactors of Sec. 1, I as

computed varies by only ~ or for all practical purposes is constant.

For water, the transport mean free path varies too rapidly to allow

any such simple computation of the extrapolation distance, However, the

above computations for slowly varying

an extrapolation distance independent

moderator) is a bad approximation.

—-- —-

mean free path do not suggest that

of reactor size (for a constant

——

The above discussion can by no means be taken as demonstrating the

validity of the simple expressions of Sec. I for predicting critical

masses. This demonstration must come from a comparison with experiment.
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The “theoreticaldiscussion” is supposed only to make the agreement

somewhat ;moreplausible.

III. EXTENSION TO VARIOUS TAMPERS AND MODERATORS.—

Let us combine the equations of Sec. I to get the critical equa-

tion for a cylindrical reactor. At criticality, K=l, and we have

with

B*.@@&+ ‘2
(R+x)2 (H+2x)2

For our reference solution--UO#?2 in water at room

following constants were used:

CYc (U-235) = 650 barns

OS (U-235) = !550b

We fouxii:

-L

&c(H)

l+zclzf

= 0.330b

= 0.00b

= 0.00 b

= 2.50
= 4.3 cm

= 27 cm2

2.12
= 1+.00051C

(lo)

(11)

temperature--the

2

‘th =%%””! . : : :“
● O**
● * :17°: : “.
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with C the atomic ratio of H to U-235. The other uranium isotopes in

oralloy wewe ignored.

Henc:efor the reference

1
2.12

= 1+.00051C

If the reactor is

20°C, different thermal

(th)
Z.c /~-f(th) mustbe

solution we have the critical equation:

1 e-27B2
8 d .

1+ *

(12)

operating at a temperature other than about

2
constants must be used.

‘bus ‘th ‘d

changed to correspond to the new thermal

temperature. A different thermal temperature will per se produce es-

sentially no change in x, and its small effect on ~ can be computed

by subtracting
‘(r) +

DE) dE

.025 ‘HE

~ from 270 However, normslly a change in

temperature will produce a change in density. Evidently T and L2

change as (density)-2 and x changes as (density)-l.

We now shall see that by changing x it is possible to use eqn. 12

to compute critical masses of suitably tamped reactors of the reference

solution. We have found the appropriate values of x for reflectors of

water, and water shielded by Cd by fitting data in K343.

Firstwe considered six water tsmped stainless steel.(1/16”)

reactors which had a cadmium sheet between the steel and reflector

(viz. Tablegof K343). For the six cases, C was between 44 and 226.

With ~= :27-X. 5.6 we fit the six critical masses to within&%

which is very likely fortuitous.
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cases of stainless steel reactors with ef-

fectively infinite water reflectors were taken from Table 7 of K343.

c varied between 24.4 and 755. For these cases, x = 7.0 and ~= 27.0

gave the critical masses to within about~5~ rms or 7%

eating that the formalism is somewhat less appropriate

tamper. This might well.be anticipated, and one has of

maximum, indi-

for the water

course better

methods available for computing critical masses in such cases2, making

use of the experimental distribution of slowed down neutrons from a

point source.

Let us next consider how to treat other moderators than water,

Plus U02F:2>which has been our reference solution. In particular

suppose we have HNO , H P04, or stainless steel in our solution.
33

First

of all the thermal constants which determined K- and Lth will be

changed. The change in K- is often important and can be calculated

quite well from known thermal absorption cross sections. We used the

following capture cross sections: ~c(N) = 1.80b, -C(P) =0.20b,

and ~c (stainless steel) = 2.70b. The change in L2

portant but easily estimated.

In addition both the extrapolation distance, x,

will.change. The change in & could be estimated by

is usually unim-

and the age

using equation 9

with the appropriate cross sections for all elements in the moderator.

In such a.calculation the transport cross sections of the heavier nuclei

for fission energy and slightly degraded neutrons are of cardinal im-

portance. These, however, are poorly known and instead of going through

2Greuling, IA-399.
8.O: b
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a full cdoulation for each “~”l&c& wl%h:ti&3&tain cross sections,

we have used a simpler method for estimating the relative ages of an

unknown md the reference solution.

We note that

may be written

T=

where f(u’) is for

the age for slowing ddwn from a monoenergetic source

u ltrlsl

[ 3
f(u’)du’

o

most of the range of integration close to unity

while f(o) and f(u) are appropriate d functions to reproduce eqn. 8.

The important thing is that f(u) does not depend much on reactor size.

Thus one can define relative ages

Z &&

~=4ZZ

which are practically independent of buckling. Now for most hydrogenous

moderators, the slowing down is essentially due to hydrogen and ~tr

is inversely proportional to the hydrogen density. The slowing down by

elastic scattering with oxygen in water has been considered by Marshak

(1OC. cit. p. 238) and s40wn to give about a ~ reduction in Ls2 or ~.

Hence we take the average slowing down cross section of an oxygen nucleus

to be .04 that of a proton. For heavzer nuclei such as Fe or Ni, there

will be a slowing down contribution due

sion ener~Jyneutrons. Some information

for Fe is available3-4, and for fission

to inelastic scattering of fis-

on the inelastic cross section

energy neutrons it is of the

order of ,,5 barn. We took the average slowing down cross section for

3Preston tlndStelsOn~ P.R. ~ 132 (1952).
4
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Fe or stainless steel to be .2 that of a proton, which is very likely

too large

ment with

In

transport

but in conjunction with other constants has given good agree-

experiment, as shall be seen.

estimating the contributions of various nuclei to the average

mean free path, we must note that the weighting iSZ(CY=)-l

per logarithmic energy interval. This means

sections are weighted heavily. We have used

cross sections of Fig. II and the spectra of

Q

n

that the high energy cross

the hydrogen and oxygen

eqn. (9’) for several values

of B=. We concluded that the contributions to the transport mfp per atom

of oxygen and hydrogen are essentially equal. The contributions per atom

of nitrogen and fluorine are presumably about the same, while those of

phosphorus and iron are somewhat larger. The extrapolation length for

a given r~$flectorhas been taken proportional to the above average trans-

port mean

We

following

free path.

have had some success in computing critical.masses with the

parameters:

r = 27
113.3 166.7

J7 ~Mi+4Mu &iMi
(13)

x=x
166.7

0 ~~i”i
i

with:

E

element H N o F P Cr,Fe,Ni u

? l.O 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02 .20 --

,/ 1.0 1.0 -.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 2.0
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Here ~i is the slowing down efficiency of nucleus i;~i is its transport

efficiency; and Mi is the molarity of the i
th constituent in moles per

liter of solution. The middle factor in (13) represents the ratio of

average slowing down mean free paths and the last factor the ratio of

average transport mean free paths. The term 4~-235 is supposed to

represent

such term

reference

the dilution of H by O and F in the

occurs in the transport ratio since

solution is essentially the same as

and epi-th.ermalcapture

X. is the extrapolation

solution as moderator.

and fission have

distance for any

been

reference solution. No

the transport mfp of the

for H20. Slowing down

ignored for the uraniun.

reflector with the reference

Equation 13 has been tested by comparison with critical e~eri-

ments reported in K643 and some recent critical assemblies constructed

by group W-2 at Los Alamos.

(1) In Table XI of K643 are listed four critical data for the

‘O1utiOn ‘H316N2.9P53.1°298
in aluminum containers (1/16”), three tamped

by H20 and.one bare. Taking an extrapolation distance of 7.50 cm for

the reference solution in aluminum containers with a water reflector,

(viz. Table 5-U343) we compute the critical masses to within 5%.

(2) In Table IV of K643 axe reported sixteen

containin@ relatively large amounts of nitric acid.

cans withclutreflector (XO=4.2) and ten for aluminum

reflectors (XO=7.50). Computed critical masses were

critical reactors

Six are for Al

cans with water

within 6% of the

experimental. The solutions were UH O
88 65.?7.5’ *230°136.F7.5’ ‘d

8* . . . . . . . ●
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‘H3270185.2N7.5“ (Here and ~n”(~j,:U ref~rs to U-235 only.)

(3) Thee experiments were performed by Group W-2 with 4.26 M

phosphoric acid and .508 M U03 in water--with a three inch steel reflec-

tor. An extrapolation length of 7.3 cm was used for the reference solu-

tion. In one case there was no steel in the solution, in the second

case 745 gq!j of stainless steel were distributed uniformly throughout

the solution, in the third 1.175@n/. uniformly. The computed critical

heights disagreed with the experimental values by<l~, 6%, and ~1~

for the three cases.

A question remains as to how one chooses an extrapolation length

for other tapers. We shfil suppose that we cannot compute it from first

principles. Nevertheless there is in K643 much information on the effi-

cacy of reflectors of various thicknesses of water, stainless steel, and

aqueous solutions of natural uranyl nitrate, phosphoric acid, and bismuth

subcarbonate as a slurry. If we consider such homogeneous reflectors

(with themcderator in an Al can) we find that they are essentially

equivalent--equal thicknesses lead to nearly equal reactivities. Hence

for all these solutions one may calculate from the experimental data one

extrapolation distance as a function of reflector thickness. The calcu-

lation is slightly complicated by the fact that thin reflectors were on

the lateral cylindrical surfaces only, and these reflectors usually ex-——

tended far above the upper untsmped surface of the reactor. For suffi-

ciently tall reactors this should not introduce much uncertainty in the

fast leakage from reactor ends and one can compute x vs. reflector thick-

ness. The results of such an analysis are given in Fig. 111. Most of
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stainless steel reflectors (Table V-K643). It

such values of x gives critical.bucklings to

better than~5~ but no exhaustive check has been made.

It

constants

muderated

IV. MODE METHOD I!URNON-HOMOGENEOUS REACTOR—.

has appeared that the equations of age theory with modified

are appropriate for describing a large class of hydrogen

reactors to a fair degree of accuracy. A logical.generaliza-

tion to reactors with large scale inhomogeneities is suggested below.

Suppose that there is a distribution of poisons in the fuel

region of the reactor such that the age varies but little as a func-

tion of position but K~vuies grOSSIY in anY~ner whatsoever” For

example one might have a concentration of cooling pipes in the center

of a reactor to flatten the flux and reduce thermal gradients. Then

let us assume that an age theory with mcxlifiedconstants holds.

For an axially symmetric poison distribution in a cylinder we

may write the slowing down density, X, at point (r,z) and age~ in

terms of the source density S(r,z) as:

0000 9--

N
p .R

[[ (

lrz’
dz‘ r’dr’S(r’,z’)c;s n~

1[ o- -.<)

● e ● *b ● * .

. (14)
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namely

Am =
4

HR2J12(dm)

29 oL2
Bm=~

H2 + $’

and

get

~ is the ~th
m root of Jo(dm) = O. H and R are extrapolated height

radius, We assume the same extrapolation distance for all modes to

orthogonality. In case higher modes are well.populated, this may

differ from the unpoisoned extrapolation distance.

We may further

at thermal;

S(r,z)

Here the factor f(r,z)

emress the source density in terms of the age

= ‘X(r,z,~th)(l+f(r,z))

is to take into account the

‘o)(f(r,z)+l) isdistributicm, so that h-

l+L~hB2, namely the Kawhich a uniform

as at (r,z) would have.

non-homogeneous

(15)

poison

the local K_,

reactor of the

divided by

same composition

Substituting (15) in (14) and assuming

m-
X(r,z,7Yti) =~ ~ @ ‘n Jo (aq~)Cos —

p=l q=l Pq H

we get a series of linear equations which may be solved for the a
Pq”

These equations have the form

. h~)e-Bpq %h
aPq (

apq+ =1 ~ am Apq fm,pq~
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where

f
nm,pq

dz‘

R

[
r’dr’f(z’,r’)cos

(%)cOs(%)Jo(%~Jo(dq{
o

The difficulty of handling this expression depends on the symmetry

f(r,z) and the magnitude ofrth.
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APPENDIX.

Formulae for Calculating Critical Masses.

We consider proton mderated

geometry.

The reactivity is given by

solhtions of oralloy in cylindrical

K=
2.50 1 -ZB2
~c(th)

e
l+L~hB2

1+-

(2.405)2+ r2
with B2 =

(R+x)2 (H+2x)2

where ~ (th) = macroscopic thermal capture cross section
c!

~.,(th)=macroscopie thermal fission cross section

thermal diffusion area

physical height

physical radius

“extrapolation length”

“age”

In computing Zc(th) and

for room temperature:

element H

L2~h we used the following capture cross sections

U-235 O,F N P

~c(barns) .330 650 0.00 1.80 0.20

Fe Cr Ni stainless
steel

2,1+5 2.90 4.50 2.70.

co ● e. ● *e
27~j.i:O~;:a”

c= ●0: ●:0 ●*: ●:* Q, ●

● 0 ● . .
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The U-235 fission cross“se~~i& was taken to be 550b. For uranium in water

2 8.20
‘e ‘ook ‘th = _

with C the atamic ratio of H to U-.235.

For the reference solution (U02F2 in water with the U oralloy),

x = 4.3 cm for solution in 1/16” stainless steel can; 17.ocm for same
o

with water reflector; 5.6 cm with Cd interposed between water reflector

and can. For solution in 1/16” Al can and reflector of water, stainless

steel, aqueous solutions of natural

see Fig. III giving X. vs reflector

r = 27 cm2 for reference

urynal nitrate, or phosphoric acid

thickness.

solution.

For other solutions:

Z=27 113.3 166.7
~7i”i-Mu $Yi”i*

x=x
166.7

o~ jiMi
i

[

element H N o F P Cr,Fe,Ni u

P 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 2.0

7 1.0 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.02 .20

Mi = Molarity of i“” element in moles per liter of solution.

Mu = molarity of uranium.
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